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Financial markets have been consistently growing more complex thanks to their increasingly

transnational character and the plethora of new instruments offered by advances in technology

and financial innovation. While traditionally one of the least regulated areas of political

economy, recent developments in financial markets have meant that supervisors have a lot of

catching up to do and that the climate is effectively one of self-regulation. The over-the-

counter (OTC) derivatives market is one such case.

Derivatives have attracted much attention over the past decade. They became at once useful

instruments for risk management and opaque products vilified after some high profile losses.

They are hence a most interesting case study for the topic at hand, transparency, as they

present a blurred distinction between hedging and speculating and, through the leverage that

they generate, can claim dramatic consequences.

This paper will start with a preliminary discussion of transparency: what it is and how it

relates to international political economy in general and finance in particular. It will then go

on to establish that in OTC derivatives markets, transparency amounts to voluntary disclosure

by the industry and explain what makes these financial tools effectively unregulated. This

implies that the industry has over the years decided what quantitative and qualitative

information it wishes to make public. This has not been an ad hoc process but rather a focused

effort to create meaningful standards for disclosure and preempt official regulatory and

legislative initiatives.

The paper will proceed to demonstrate that transparency in the form of disclosure cannot be

seen as reliable. In the first place, the information that is made available is limited as no

institution would willingly reveal too much about its positions and risk-management

techniques. It is also the case that the interpretation of disclosed items is difficult as the
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credibility of the models that produce them is different in times of crisis and depends on those

who operate them.

What are the implications of this pattern? Inadequate transparency threatens the stability of

the system as problems are likely to emerge late and have systemic risk potential.

Furthermore, it can lead to moral hazard, amounting to the taxpayer subsidising excessive

risk-taking.

Despite the importance of these considerations, the paper will argue that what is seen as

inadequate transparency may not necessarily constitute a systemic threat. In a market

dominated by a relatively small number of financial institutions, informal disclosure patterns

can be substitutes for transparency. Market discipline can also be counted upon to punish the

actors that have a dangerous risk appetite. Finally, let us not forget that losses, though

spectacular in the pages of newspapers, need to be seen in the context of a $80 trillion

market1.

Conceptualising transparency

‘Transparency’ as a concept appears to be a lot less straightforward and clear than its

etymology would suggest. One working definition would be to describe as transparent a state

of affairs where procedures and processes can be adequately reviewed and assessed by those

who have a stake in the system. An analytical application of this notion, however, presents

more challenge. In international political economy certain areas have attracted particular

attention with respect to transparency. One of them is the domain of public administration and

the target of fighting corruption2 . Another obvious area where transparency issues have taken

a central place is that of international institutions and other transnational organisations, where

important decisions are perceived to be taken behind closed doors3. In both cases there is an

implicit understanding of the benefits of transparency; a more accountable public policy leads

to a more efficient (and possibly fairer) allocation of resources whether in the national or

international arena. Moreover, both areas have become forums within which the drive towards

more transparency can be interpreted as resistance against a neo-liberal paradigm of

globalisation4.
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But what makes transparency a desirable aim in finance? To go one step further, what makes

it a public good? Finance is the means through which the real economy operates but also has a

role as a direct creator of wealth. The first function is at the heart of what is considered public

and hence requires a certain level of stability through adequate supervision and the guarantee

of a safety net. The second function, however, leans more towards what we consider a private

interest. Institutions are handling money on behalf of mainly private actors who benefit when

things go well. So far so good; the problem is that when things go less well it is the state that

picks up the pieces, precisely because of the significance of the first function. These

considerations mean that the ultimate goal in transparency would have to be a pretty

demanding one. Such a level of transparency would work for technical issues such as insider

trading or a clear separation of front and back offices; but when considering market activity,

to aim so high would be to assume that financial markets are much more simplistic than they

really are. In this context, the paper suggests two operational definitions of transparency; (i)

perfect information and (ii) a weaker version, comparability.

OTC derivatives  markets: the name of the game is self-regulation

A derivative is “a contract or security whose value is closely related to and to a large extent

determined by the value of a related security, commodity, or index”5. When over-the-counter

(OTC) it is also “a financial transaction that is not made on an organised exchange. Generally

the parties must negotiate all the details themselves or agree to use simplifying market

conventions”6. Derivatives are not new instruments; the idea of hedging against potential risk

has taken this form throughout financial market history. The difference today is one that takes

to the heart of the globalisation debate. In the first place, it is a question of degree; the

volumes in derivatives trading are tremendous. More importantly, however, it is a difference

in kind; instruments are becoming increasingly sophisticated and customised and this in an

environment of transnationalisation.

These changes are well documented in the international political economy literature. The

transnational nature of financial markets has fundamentally changed the role of the state,

posing significant constraints on regulation7. The state can no longer cope as most financial

activities transcend national regulatory and legal boundaries. At the same time, it seems

unwilling to reverse the pattern, as that would harm its competitiveness in attracting
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investment. Most state authorities are wary of having stringent regulatory requirements for

fear of losing business8.

Despite these developments, however, transnationalisation has not relieved governments of

their regulatory responsibilities. Instead, the challenge has become to promote market

efficiency just as authority prerogatives are being shared by a growing number of actors9. The

focus has shifted from regulation to supervision with emphasis placed on systemic stability,

i.e. the prevention of collapse and crises10.  This has left financial institutions making their

own rules, or rather creating their own flexible standards, with the understanding that

regulators will be satisfied that they are sound and increasingly, to use the buzzword of the

moment, that they will lead to more ‘transparent’ practices.

Private financial institutions have a strong claim to their share of authority: knowledge and

technical expertise. Most of the activities of financial institutions involve complex technical

knowledge and with the continuous development of new instruments most regulators find it

hard to keep up. There is a vast literature on the importance of knowledge, notably the

‘epistemic communities’ approach which looks at a “network of professionals with recognised

expertise and competence in a domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant

knowledge within that issue-area”11. This approach is still very useful because it introduces

the concept of ‘uncertainty’, which is central to regulatory confusion. Economic ideas are not

innocent12, however, and this is why professional knowledge works best in the context of a

policy forum13. As a result, self-regulatory arrangements are quasi-institutionalised in the

context of a “system based on associative action involving an elaborate division of labour

among firms, self-regulatory organisations, and state agencies”14. This goes some way in

explaining why in the 1990s, despite the panic over derivatives, no additional regulation was

implemented.

The issues outlined above are reflected in the evolution of OTC derivatives markets. Firstly,

regulatory authorities have recognised their limits and accepted both more international

cooperation in the context of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and a more

comprehensive and constructive dialogue with the private sector15. Secondly, there is an

awareness by regulators that stringent supervision can lead investment banks, hedge funds and

other financial entities to get out of the domain of their regulation  altogether and move to off-

shore centres16. Regulators admit to it; while they want to avoid a ‘race to the bottom’, they
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need to keep the bureaucratic process at a minimum and make sure that they provide enough

flexibility17. Finally, it is recognised that the industry has a better understanding of the

instruments and that in order to enhance innovation in the financial markets, it is important for

standards to be adaptable and not set in stone in the form of legislation or even product-

specific regulation18.

It is also important to note that OTC derivatives are from the outset less regulated than other

financial operations; they are off-balance sheet instruments which means that they are not

included in traditional auditing procedures19. Moreover, they benefit from a more lax

regulatory environment than exchange-traded derivatives. The latter fall under specific rules

and procedures20, are fairly standardised, and present less risk as the exchange’s clearing

house takes the form of the counterparty (as opposed to another bank).

In this context, what emerged in the regulation of OTC derivatives markets are some high

quality efforts by the industry to provide adequate but voluntary standards for trading and

disclosure. Disclosure is a key word: in the absence of a more direct hands-on approach by

regulatory authorities, disclosure is to guarantee sound practice and effective supervision. The

first of these efforts was a study by the Group of Thirty21, a private sector organisation

bringing together practitioners and public sector officials. The report produced a set of

recommendations including one on disclosures:

“Financial statements of dealers and end-users should contain sufficient information about their use of derivatives to provide
an understanding of the purposes for which transactions are undertaken, the extent of the transactions, the degree of risk
involved, and how the transactions have been accounted for. Pending the adoption of harmonised accounting standards, the
following disclosures are recommended:
- Information about management’s attitude to financial risks, how instruments are used, and how risks are monitored and

controlled.
- Accounting Policies.
- Analysis of positions at the balance sheet date.
- Analysis of the credit risk inherent in those positions.

- For dealers only, additional information about the extent of their activities in financial instruments.22”

The group provided model forms to help financial institutions organise their disclosure and

impressed market actors and officials alike. The second initiative was more specific and had

the immediate aim of preempting regulation. The Derivatives Policy Group (DPG)23 brought

together the six largest investment banks (also the biggest derivatives dealers and users) and

stressed enhanced reporting:

The “scope and extent of the information” should include “credit concentration and portfolio credit quality (the top 20 net
exposures on a counterparty-by-counterparty basis)”. Moreover, the firms committed to providing “the SEC and CFTC with
net revenue data for various derivative product lines or business units”. Overall, the DPG’s overall goal was “the
development of a series of reports designed to provide the agencies with timely and useful information in order to facilitate
the monitoring of risk to individual firms and to the financial system in general.24”
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This initiative was equally well received and together, the two reports seem to have convinced

regulators of their seriousness and to have offset legislation in a very hostile and worried

Congress25. This was a crucial step in the path to self-regulation; if the industry had not taken

up the matter responsibly, others would have stepped in with a less satisfactory solution26.

Transparency in practice: official recommendations and actual disclosure

The climate of self-regulation in the OTC derivatives markets encourages attempts at

transparency. Regulators are interested in having access to relevant information but due to

constraints on their authority, they are also keen to promote more transparency within the

market. They have therefore taken up the disclosure standards put forward by the private

sector and have outlined ways to monitor them.

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) has been instrumental in reviewing practices. It

has produced recommendations on both quantitative and qualitative disclosures27. The first

refer to figures on market and credit risk as well as earnings; the second to risk and

management controls and also accounting and valuation methods. The BIS is also examining

the implementation of these recommendations in annual surveys28 of the largest institutions

and has reported significant progress in disclosure. Most significantly, however, transparency

and disclosure have taken central stage in the current proposals by the BIS on capital

adequacy requirements29. The framework that was proposed by the Basle Committee on

Banking Supervision last year created a Third Pillar which focuses on transparent practices.

The proposals on transparency put emphasis on allowing market participants to have access to

relevant information on a bank’s capital adequacy (and hence its ability to absorb losses).

They also push for improved disclosures on risk management and risk appetite and ask for

figures that allow for a comprehensive understanding of an institution’s risk which will

account for adverse circumstances. This is not ‘perfect information’ as suggested by one of

the definitions put forward earlier in the paper but certainly goes a long way towards a

situation in which investors and other market participants are informed and can make

educated decisions. The proposals also stress ‘comparability’ (the second definition of this

paper); this means comparability in the disclosures of different institutions but also

comparability in the disclosures of an institution over time.
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A closer analysis of actual disclosure will show that aiming for ‘perfect information’, albeit in

a weaker form, is naive. The instruments and models disclosed contain little specific

information. What they do, however, is provide ways to distinguish the better-managed firms

or at least those who have the most sophisticated risk-management techniques at their

disposal30. They thus allow us to compare the relative position of institutions with respect to

financial innovation. This function will also increase over time, as initiatives such as the

framework currently proposed by the BIS will encourage harmonisation of disclosure.

So how does transparency translate into practice? The short answer is through a few

paragraphs and a number of additional figures in institutions’ annual reports. There is

generally a short description on the firm’s risk management, pledging management

understanding and compliance with internal standards. In addition, the reports include

qualitative and quantitative information about different types of risk. It is not the purpose of

this paper to review risk management instruments in great technical detail, however, a short

overview of developments in this field will be useful in establishing an understanding of the

nature of disclosure31.

Market risk is the risk that arises from a change in the price of an asset that is correlated with

movements in the economy as a whole. Most global institutions have developed models that

calculate the risk of their portfolio, generally on a daily basis. These models are primarily

value-at-risk (VaR) models, which provide one number that represents the probability of the

institution falling below a certain pre-agreed level of losses. VaR models rely on historical

data (usually going back from one year to 500 days) and base their credibility on back testing,

i.e. the number of exceptions during a certain period of time. VaR models refer to average

losses and do not include a worst case estimate. To remedy this, most institutions complement

their models with stress testing, statistical models that test risk management when liquidity is

low and capabilities are stretched. It should be noted, however, that little information on stress

testing is actually disclosed (other than an assertion that the institution does in fact use the

approach).

Credit risk is the risk associated with the possibility of the counterparty being unable to fulfill

its contract obligations. Institutions are currently working on developing VaR models similar

to the ones used for market risk, however, for the moment there is in general reliance on a
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bank’s internal counterparty ratings. No information is disclosed about who the counterparties

are; only the types of standards that are considered when rating them.

Finally, operational risk is the risk that arises from inadequate systems, human error or

mismanagement. It is by definition much more difficult to assess and disclosures on the

subject tend to be limited to rather descriptive comments. Market participants are nevertheless

confident that this too will be quantified in the near future (although there is disagreement

about the interpretation of ‘near’32).

These are most welcome developments; in the words of one market participant, “there is no

downside risk in disclosing: the more you describe, the better your clients will know who you

are”. The same participant added that in today’s markets it is all about “integrity, honesty and

transparency”33. The more accepted view, however, is that ‘transparency’ is really a US-

inspired initiative34 and that there is a disagreement in the market about its value35. The

general impression is that transparency helps demystify but that it is rather overrated.

What disclosure does not tell us

There are several reasons why disclosure as outlined above is not sufficient for ‘ambitious

transparency’. In the case of the calculation of market risk, one needs to be reminded that

VaR is a model and that as such, it comes with its assumptions and limitations. There is the

added challenge of collecting all relevant data in institutions that are global and operate in

different sectors and various time-zones. Compromises surely take place in order to gain

speed and it is a myth that institutions can get the figure at the push of a button36. There is

some reassurance in that no institution has faced trouble because of erroneous reliance on its

VaR model (with the exception of Long-Term-Capital-Management, one could argue, but it is

the case that hedge funds were under-supervised at the time). This is, however, no guarantee

that no such problems will arise in the future.

VaR models are in a way perfectly suited to current patterns of disclosure as they provide no

proprietary information. They tell us nothing about which markets the firm is active in, what

its strategy is, or in which direction the firm is positioned. Nor do they really tell us anything

about the firm’s risk appetite. Potential maximum losses would give us that kind of

information but stress testing techniques and results are not properly disclosed; they are also
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inconsistent in that institutions design these models themselves and choose what sort of data

they wish to feed into them. As a result, there is very little available on how an institution

would cope in the event of a serious crisis. The same observations hold for credit risk, in that

the models there are going in the same direction. The number disclosed will not reveal who

the counterparties are, nor will it provide input on the type of contract or the volume involved.

There is another reason why models are less than reliable and that is that they are only as

good as the people who operate them. Auditors are clear about being nervous about reporting

on the intentions of directors37. Regulators are satisfied that most large institutions employ

very able people but they agree that there is no guarantee that no human error will occur38.

Moreover, there is a growing gap between the expertise of those who devise the models (the

‘rocket scientists’) and those who actually take the responsibility to apply them in the

institution’s activities. It is also useful to remember that financial markets are renowned for

operating on the basis of ‘herd behaviour’ and that the decision-makers within the institution

may choose to ignore the model for the sake of profitability39.

So there’s no real transparency... does it matter?

The absence of relevant transparency is problematic because it is supposed to replace more

traditional forms of supervision. In this sense, lack of adequate information can pose a

systemic threat. Any institution can fail if it takes risks and behaves unreasonably, however,

the consolidation in the market means that it can bring down with it some of its major

counterparties. Without transparency, problems will be detected late and the other institutions

at risk (as well as the regulators) will be faced with a fait accompli.

In this context, lack of transparency matters a great deal because it can lead to moral hazard.

Much has been written on this issue, partly as a result of the rescue of Long-Term-Capital-

Management (LTCM), a US hedge fund. What is at stake here is that global banks rip the

benefits of the use of OTC derivatives yet they fall back on the state in times of problems.

Indeed, because of a tradition of providing liquidity support, central banks have found that

they are providing a “significant subsidy to the risk management industry”40 through their

safety nets. This is one of the main concerns of the current capital adequacy proposals: by

promoting transparency, regulators are no longer the only holders of important information

and hence, if they miss something, institutions will not assume that they can continue taking
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risks41. Furthermore, transparent practices could reduce the belief that some institutions are

simply ‘too big to fail’ and could therefore get away with less than responsible risk taking.

For some, increasing systemic risk through lack of adequate transparency means that “tax

payers of the world are heavily at risk”42. Others don’t worry too much; the Federal Reserve

in particular seems to take the stance that thanks to the strength of the US economy, it is in a

position to bail-out a large financial institution43. In fact, not only does the Federal Reserve

feel comfortable about current levels of systemic risk and its ability to cope, but it sent a

further signal with the rescue of LTCM: you no longer have to be a bank, you just need to be

a big player44. Traditionally more conservative central banks are also rather optimistic; in the

words of an official at the Nederlandsche Bank, some banks may be ‘too big to fail’ but they

are not “too big to shrink”45.

Or maybe not?

The optimism of regulators seems to suggest that lack of transparency does not pose a

significant threat at the moment. One explanation for this may be that there exist alternative

patterns of transparency. An important factor in exploring informal transparency is that there

are very few actors in the OTC derivatives markets. Activities are increasingly concentrated

among a small cluster of financial institutions that have developed sizeable exposures to each

other. This trend is rationalised by the willingness of all banks to have highly rated

counterparties. As a result there are about twelve large banks, mainly based in New York

which are responsible for the bulk of contracts. A bank’s geographical location is relevant, as

Wall Street is a small and tight community with several informal channels of communication.

There are flows of information and gossip which allow institutions to know a fair amount

about each other’s activities46. Banks also know about each other because they are competing

for the same clients; this makes them copy respective positions. Finally, there is the issue of

‘revolving doors’, that is the free movement of employees which take with them their

expertise but also some proprietary information47.

Another important element is market discipline itself. The regulators interviewed were

adamant that the best thing that happened to the OTC derivatives markets was the near-failure

of Bankers Trust. To see a respected institution in that uncomfortable position probably saved

the industry a lot of money48. This led to more responsible risk management but also gave
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banks the incentive to monitor other banks (especially their major counterparties). There are

additional market mechanisms that ensure sound practice, most notably rating agencies. Their

role has significantly increased over the years; in the case of the OTC derivatives markets,

they generally do the important job of cross-examining managers over the numbers produced

by the models they use. Moreover, their role will continue to be central in the future,

especially if current capital adequacy proposals are anything to go by49.

The market offers numerous other ways to signal the robust health or doubtful standing of an

institution. One can learn a lot about a bank by listening to what equity holders and equity

analysts have to say. One can also look at the interest rate a bank has to pay on its debt. These

measures are not conclusive but they do provide a useful substitute for transparency; in fact,

in the case of larger institutions, the market tends to identify the problems first (while

regulators might choose to ignore the signs because of political concerns)50.

For these reasons, several voices in the private sector argue that requirements for disclosure

should be altogether lower for professional or ‘graduated’ dealers who have an assumed level

of knowledge51. Signs of dissent also exist within the regulatory community as even today,

the value of transparency is debated within the Federal Reserve52; many believe that extra

disclosure would be a source of instability as it would create the impression of a trouble-free

system.

One issue that also makes market participants reluctant to put forward much meaningful

information about their practices is more peculiar to the United States. Financial reporting can

actually put institutions in a situation where they face legal risk. Discussions with auditors

tend to support this point53.

Finally, a more cynical observation. Despite differences in the types of disclosure favoured by

the private and public sectors, no one objects to a state of affairs where there is enough

information on the situation in the markets. There are doubts, however, about how far on the

road to stability transparency can take us.  There have been enough crises in recent years that

prove that available information is by no means a sufficient condition for stability. As both

the Latin American debt crisis and the Asian crisis demonstrated, participants need to be

prepared to look for and at the information and of course, to take the time to interpret it

sensibly.
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Conclusions

Transparency in the OTC derivatives markets is a particularly ambitious undertaking. In its

strongest form – clear markets that provide all relevant information about an institution’s risk

profile, philosophy and techniques – it is impossible. In a slightly weaker form – perfect

information, i.e. knowledge about a bank’s positions and ability to remain within its policy

limits - it is also difficult to achieve. What the paper has demonstrated is that at best,

transparency gives investors and other market participants the possibility to compare and

contrast institutions. Banking institutions that aim towards a high degree of disclosure will

obviously have the incentive to make public information that is positive. This may take them

towards an enhanced risk management framework, however, no one reading their annual

report will be able to assess that for themselves. The most a VaR figure can tell is that the

institution actually uses a VaR model. Even reliance on rating agencies is increasingly more

about appearances and comparisons.

In the context of a self-regulatory environment, this may be worrying. The biggest dealers and

end-users of OTC derivatives are large financial institutions which are at the core of the world

financial system. A failure in any one of them could lead to a chain of failures through the

exposures these banks have developed with each other, thus creating systemic risk and

inevitably, involving the public sector. Yet regulators are calm and even optimistic. They

continue their efforts for increased transparency but essentially start from a background of

faith in the market, its mechanisms and its discipline.

What conclusions can be reached from reviewing these practices? First, that it is important to

keep things into perspective. There have been losses but relatively to the overall amount of

contract trading, they have been fairly limited. They also came about in the early 1990s, when

most of the instruments used were new and more likely to lead to experimentation. Moreover,

some of the most publicised failures (e.g. Barings) were about exchange-traded derivatives.

One should also understand the context of disclosure. Much of what is made public forms the

basis of a bank’s capital adequacy requirements. It seems that despite the turmoil of recent

years (which culminated with the Russian default and the collapse of LTCM), banks had

enough capital to cover their positions. There is no room for complacency, however. The US

economy has now been going strong for nine years running and Chairman Alan Greenspan
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commands unprecedented respect but one should always remember that markets go up as well

as down and that individuals eventually retire.

Finally, it is important to understand the position of supervisors. This paper documented the

reasons behind self-regulation and public officials are indeed constrained by the global nature

of the institutions they deal with. By pushing for transparency they might not get exactly what

they are looking for. They will, however, have a better chance of promoting private sector

responsibility.
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